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DESERT BOOKS
Recommended by the Staff of Desert Magazine
GOING LIGHT WITH BACKPACK OR BURRO, a
Sierra Club publication, edited by David R. Brower. This
pleasantly written book tells about open-trail travel, and
how to do it. Clothing, camp menus, handling of pack
stock, and outdoor first-aid are some of the topics covered. There are 152 pages of text and illustrations. $2.

RED MAN—WHITE MAN, by Harry C. James is a
penetrating story of life in the Hopi pueblos. The fictional treatment is surrounded by truth as the text
examines the innate dignity of the Hopis, mingled with
their delightful sense of humor. 286 pages. $5.

FLOWTERS OF THE SOUTHWEST, by Natt N.
Dodge. This handy 112-page floral guide is a paperback
that describes or illustrates the more common flowers
of our Desert Southwest. Excellent for handy identification. One of the Southwestern Monuments Association's
series, in cooperation with the National Park Service. $1.

OWYHEE, THE LIFE OF A NORTHERN DESERT,
by Earl J. Larrison, is a story of the high sagebrush
desertland of Idaho, where temperatures range from
summer's 120-above to winter's minus 35 degrees. The
author, a naturalist-scientist, is on the teaching staff at
the University of Idaho. 349 pages of text and illustrations. $5.

MINERALOGICAL JOURNEYS IN ARIZONA, by A.
L. Flagg. This booklet of 93 pages of text and photos is
devoted to Arizona's minerals. More than a half century
of gem and rock and ore collecting in Arizona backs up
the author's report. Fine photos and general maps are
included in the volume. $4.95.

THE NAVAJO AND PUEBLO SILVERSMITHS, by
John Adair. Beautifully printed and well illustrated,
this definitive work, in its 216 pages tells of the history
of the fascinating silversmith craft among the Indians
of the Southwest. The pioneer craftsmen and their locations are documented by the author. A thorough study
of the economy of Indian silversmithing is part of the
report. $5.

THE JAYHAWKERS' OATH, by William L. Manly,
as edited by Arthur Woodward, is a 168 page document,
through letters, diaries and personal recount, of the
Gold Rush days. Manly, a hero in the rescue of the
survivors of the ill-fated Death Valley pioneers, was one
of the top chroniclers of the west of a century ago. Many
fine line sketches plus a colored map are included. $6.

BUILD YOUR OWN ADOBE, by Paul and Doris Aller.
If you are interested in do-it-yourself adobe construction,
this is just the book to get you underway. Practical in
its approach, the book is easy reading and touched with
humor. Quality printing goes into the 110 pages of text
and photos. $5.

ON DESERT TRAILS WITH EVERETT RUESS. A

collection of letters, notes and sketches by the Natureloving young adventurer, Everett Ruess, who disappeared into the southern Utah desert at the age of 20.
Philosophy, poetry, and the romance of the high mesa
country lives in Ruess' book. 80 pages, with sketches.
$2.75.

PAINT THE WIND, by Alberta Hannum, is the story
of the famous Navajo artist, Beatien Yazz, after the
latter's return from World War II service with the
Marine Corps. The conflict of the Indian trying once
again to fit into the artistic and quiet life he had earlier
known among his own people is graphically told in the
206 pages, which include some of the artist's finest
paintings. $4.50.

ORDER THESE SOUTHWESTERN FAVORITES
FROM THE:

PALM DESERT. CALIFORNIA
• Please add 10c each book for postage
• California buyers add 4% sales tax
• Also send for new Desert Book Catalog—free.
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Publisher's Notes
I know that all our readers will take
special delight in exploring Fable Valley this month with Nell Murbarger
and the Kent Frost party.
Fable Valley, as seen through the
eyes of Nell Murbarger, is the exact
place you and I always wanted to discover while exploring the way you
and I always dreamed of exploring—
in some far-off, hidden corner of the
Southwest.
The scent of cedar and sagebrush
lies heavy around the story of Fable
Valley. Desert Magazine is pleased
to open a new area of exploration
for its venturesome readers.
* * *
Though the road to Fable Valley
is not yet ready for trailer travel, we
do have an illustrated article this
month of special interest to the trailering members of Desert's family.
(Our recent reader survey pointed
out that one out of six of our readers
own or live in trailers.)
", . . trailers have created a new
way of life," states one of the captions for the article. This is especially evident in the desert, where wintering trailerists will build up a city
all their own in a fortnight, then
abandon it as quickly when summer
approaches.
* * *
Years ago one of Desert Magazine's
most popular features was the "Landmarks of the Desert" contest. We
plan to revive it, bringing back into
Desert Magazine some of the reader
participation that seems to fit well
with a friendly and informal magazine such as ours.
*

*

si=

A review of our circulation records
indicates that Desert, in stride with
the Southwest, is growing. New highs
in newsstand and subscription distribution were reached in December and
January. Christmas gifts of a year's
subscription to Desert reached a new
record. To which a grateful publisher
can only add: "And please remember
that Desert Magazine will also be the
ideal birthday gift for someone you
think highly of. Don't wait until
Christmas to give the perfect gift!"
* * *
And, as usual, we are always looking for new writers and photographers. To retain its appeal, a magazine must seek refreshing change,
while holding to the basic format it
chooses as its own.
The Southwest is chock-full of challenge for the creative folks who
would write or photograph. Many of
them have been within our pages in
the past. We will meet many more
in the months ahead.
CHUCK SHELTON, publisher
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. . . Desert Gold—poppies, bright as the
sun itself, greet the spring in the company
of a prickly cholla cactus. Josef Muench
took this photograph on the desert near
Willcox, Arizona. Chances are this year's
desert wildflower show won't be as good as
last year's spectacular blooming, but there
are always some flowers—and whether you
find one or one billion, the beauty and the
mystery are ever-present.
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own party, nor had we glimpsed one
place of human habitation. And now,
the sun was dipping toward the western
horizon, and we were inching down a
steep loose dugway scratched into the
shoulder of a precipitous canyon—a
trail at times so narrow that our outside fenders hung over empty space.
Reaching the sandy wash at the bottom of the canyon, we followed it to
its junction with a larger canyon
angling in from the southeast, and
here Kent Frost braked the lead jeep
to a halt. For a moment he sat without
speaking as he surveyed the wide cliffbordered trough ahead, its floor carpeted with sage and etched by jagged
arroyos.
"This is it!" he said at last. "Unless
I've figured wrong, this is Fable Valley."
Fable Valley — a name that had
stirred our imaginations and haunted
our dreams; and now to have that
name manifested in rocks and canyonsides was almost like rubbing an old
brass lamp and having a genii step
forth.
Only the evening before, the five
of
us had sat around the fireplace in
BY
the Frost home at Monticello, talking
about this remote valley. We had
NELL MURBARGER
wondered what we would find here.
Until a few weeks prior to our visit it
had been impossible to enter the valley except afoot or on horseback. Consequently, the valley was little known.
Last summer the Forest Service cut
a primitive four-wheel-drive road into
the area, and Kent and Fern Frost
immediately began making plans to
explore the valley. To accompany
them they invited Mary "Becky" Beckwith of Van Nuys, California, Dr.
William "Bill" Thompson of Richmond, California, both veteran river
runners, campers, mountain climbers
and long-time friends of the Frosts.
They also invited me.
Until this talk of Fable Valley began, I hadn't supposed there was one
scenic spot in southeastern Utah which
EARLY morning we had tinued on across high arid mesas and Kent didn't know like the inside of his
been pushing our way into the through dense forests of quaking aspen own pocket. Reared on a dry-land
lonely vastness of southeastern and pine. We skirted the rims of dark homestead south of Monticello, he has
Utah. Spreading fanwise to the west canyons that plunged toward the Colo- spent most of his 40 years running the
of Monticello across 20,000 square rado River, and from lofty headlands rivers, hiking and jeeping over every
miles of wild broken terrain, this is a we looked toward the Henry Moun- mesa and through almost every canland of savage beauty—a land with- tains, The Land of Standing Rocks— yon, and since 1953 operating a jeepout pavement and virtually without and the edge of the world.
guide service carrying explorers, adpeople.
Seven hours we had traveled since venturers, photographers and others
Climbing slopes dressed in autumn's breakfast—and in all that time had to all parts of this magnificent desert
crimson and gold, our jeeps topped seen no vehicle or person other than wonderland. That even Kent Frost
the 10,000-foot Abajo Range and con- the two jeeps and five members of our had not explored Fable Valley was

DISCOVERING

FABLE
VALLEY

They journeyed to a little-known valley in the heart of rugged
Southeastern Utah—a new frontier for adventuresome explorers
— and found an Indian paradise abandoned 700 years ago.
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